KABLOONA
\Vhen I awoke the igloo was empty except for the old
woman: the men had gone fishing.
I crawled out of doors and had a look round. It wanted
almost an effort to identify the igloos in this landscape. There
were four in all, four molehills made of snow; and had it not
been for the harpoons and other accoutrements sticking up like
vertical black lines drawn on white paper, I should not have
seen them. These strokes were the only signs of the existence
of a camp in this white infinity.
The camp was deserted. Nothing stirred. Here and there a
puppy lay half buried in the snow. The men had gone with
their sleds and their dogs. Every day was for them a day
of work and travel: every morning they awoke to the same
seasonal chores: ice the runners, harness the dogs, unleash the
4-O-foot serpentine whip with its 12-inch handle, and go off to
the fishing or the hunt.
The camp was built on the flank of a ridge, doubtless because
the snow here was more plentiful. Below me I could see a wide
fiat surface which was a lake. Three out of the five men in the
camp had gone ice-fishing on this lake; the other two had pre-
ferred to go off to another lake, twenty-five miles distant, on
the pretext that the fish there were bigger. At this time of year
the ice was only two feet thick, and fishing was still easy.
Utak came up from the lake before the rest in order to build
me an igloo. It was not to be separated altogether from his
own, but would be a sort of lean-to opening into his igloo, and
through this opening he and his wife would be able to keep an
eye on my tin of biscuits. However, I should at least sleep alone
this night.
One hour sufficed Utak for the erection of my spiral shelter,
and it was no sooner finished than soiled. The dogs climbed and
ran all over it on the outside, as is their habit, and yellowed its
dome and sides. Ohudlerk hastened to pay me a visit as soon
as I had installed myself. With a great deal of hawking and
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